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Required Readings on Camino


02b Lovelace, Vanessa. “Intersections of Ethnicity, Gender, Sexuality, and Nation.” In The Hebrew Bible: Feminist and Intersectional Perspectives (ed. Gale A. Yee; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2018) 75-104.

Dube, Musa W. “Method in Ancient Imperializing Texts.” In Postcolonial Feminist Interpretation of the Bible (St. Louis: Chalice, 2000) 57-83.


Guest, Deryn. “Que(e)rying the Agenda: The Impact of Queer Perspectives for Feminist Scholarship.” In Beyond Feminist Biblical Studies (BMW 47; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2012) 42-76.


06a Guest, Deryn. “Genderqueer Analysis of the Pornoprophetic Debate.” In Beyond Feminist Biblical Studies (BMW 47; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2012) 77-117.


07b Sex & the Single Savior Synopses (compiled and arranged synoptically by the Professor from the NRSV text on biblia.com)

08a Q Passages (compiled and arranged synoptically by the Professor from the NRSV text on biblia.com)

Dube, Musa. Excerpt from *Postcolonial Feminist Interpretation of the Bible* (St. Louis: Chalice, 2000) 142-61, 169-77.

08b Gospel synopses (ministry, burial, empty tomb; compiled and arranged synoptically by the Professor from the NRSV text on biblia.com)

*Gospel of Thomas* Logion 114

*Gospel of Mary* 10


Optional Readings on Camino

Research Materials on Camino


Carden, Michael. Excerpts from “Genesis/Bereshit.” In The Queer Bible Commentary (ed. Deryn Guest, Robert E. Goss, Mona West and Thomas Bohache; London: SCM Press, 2004) 21-60; but read only 21-6 (top), 35 (bottom)-43.


Collins, John J. Excerpt from “Historical Criticism and Its Postmodern Critics.” In The Bible after Babel: Historical Criticism in a Postmodern Age (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 2005) 1-17.


Sawyer, Deborah F. “Gender Criticism: A New Discipline in Biblical Studies or Feminism in Disguise?” In A Question of Sex? Gender and Difference in the Hebrew Bible and Beyond (ed. Deborah W. Rooke; Hebrew Bible Monographs 14; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2007) 2-17.


